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Abstract
It is necessary for some of the applications of wireless sensor networks (WSNs) to estimate the
geographical position of nodes. For the localization of wireless sensor nodes in wireless sensor
networks, we took advantage of the learning machine approach based on binary support vector
machine (SVM). During offline learning process, the received signal strength from reference
nodes was chosen as learning machine input. By dividing the sensor field into several regions the
geographical position of reference nodes was used as class information in SVM, and during
online localization process the decision function of SVM was used for estimating the blindfolded
nodes. In our suggested approach, the mobility of nodes in the sensor field was taken into
consideration, and the mobility of nodes for reducing the reference node and increasing the
localization accuracy was used. The expected efficiency of our approach was offered using
simulation.
Key words: Localization, Mobile nodes, Received signal strength (RSS), Support vector machine
(SVM), Wireless sensor network (WSN)

1. Introduction
Wireless sensor networks are a distributed collection of nodes with limited resources that have
the functional ability with the least need to the user. Wireless sensor nodes perform in a
distributed interactional manner. These nodes are usually embedded in a physical
environment and report the sensed data to a central station. Knowing the geographical
position of sensor nodes for many sensor networks tasks, such as network management, event
detection, query processing based on geography, and routing is necessary. For localization,
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the nodes can be equipped with Global Positioning System (GPS); but this solution is
expensive regarding expenses and it is not optimal regarding the energy consumption.
Considering this fact that in some cases node positions change, an important issue is to
provide an accurate and efficient solution for estimating the position of sensors whose real
position information is unknown.
1.1. Related Works
Existing techniques for sensor networks localization can be categorized into various
dimensions, such as centralized vs. decentralized, beacons vs. beacon-less, and ranging vs.
ranging-free [23].
In the centralized localization techniques, information such as connectivity and measured
distance among nodes, collected from the whole network in one place and the information is
processed in that place in a centralized manner. In order to estimate sensor nodes position
using mathematical techniques [5]. In [4], the convex optimization for position estimation has
only been used based on connectivity constraints. The MPAMAP [14] technique has also
improved the results of the suggested technique in [4] with the help of multi-dimensional
scaling. The other technique such as semidefinite programming [4] is of this category.
Decentralized localization approaches do not need centralized calculations, and each node in
terms of its relations with its neighboring nodes, determinates its position [23]. Techniques
based on relaxation such as [18] and [16], coordinate system stitching techniques such as [2],
[8], [9], [11], and techniques based on beacon such as [1], [6], [10], [12], [19], [20], [21], and
[22] categorized in this class.
Ranging techniques use distance estimates or angle estimates in localization calculations,
while ranging- free techniques are dependent on the content of received messages [23]. In the
ranging process, the distance between two nodes is estimated using techniques such as Time
Difference of Arrival (TDoA) [7], [15], Angle of Arrival (AoA) [12], [17], or Received Signal
Strength Indication (RSSI) [22].
There are two ranging-free algorithms: techniques that relay on high density of reference
nodes in such a way that every node can be placed in the sensor field of several reference
nodes, like APIT [6] technique and hop count techniques like DV-HOP [13].
Duc A. Tran in [5] developed support vector classification solutions for sensor network
localization. But this approach has not considered the node mobility problem and the mobile
node localization. In this paper, the suggested idea in [5] was developed for mobile nodes
localization with the help of an appropriate network model and SVM.
1.2. Our Contribution
The suggested approach in this paper has used the Support vector machine learning concept.
The support vector machine is a classification method with two major parts: a kernel function
and a support vector set.
Support vectors were achieved during the training phase and with the help of the learning
data. For the localization problem, the sensor field was divided into several geographical
regions and every sensor node was classified in there regions. Then, each node position was
achieved through the intersection of regions to which that node is classified. Our contribution
included defining the kernel function and classes for sensor nodes classification, a solution for
the classifier imposition, nodes mobility detection, with the Radio Frequency (RF) Technique,
and using the nodes mobility for increasing the learning data over time.
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1.3. Paper Organization
The rest of this paper has been organized as follows. A brief background on SVM has been
provided in section 2. In section 3, our approach has been explained. The evaluation results
based on a simulation study are presented in Section 4. Finally, in section 5, the paper has
been ended with the conclusion.
2. Support Vector Machine
Consider the data classification problem in a X data space to one of the two classes of G
or G . Suppose each data point x has a feature vector x in X n feature space. We
suppose k data point x 1 , x 2 , , x k as training points with label y 1 , y 2 , ., y k that if
x i G , then y i  l , and else y i  l . It is required that estimating a new data point x be
in class G or not. Support vector machine is an effective solution for this problem. For the
nodes localization in the sensor network, the following steps have been achieved.
 A kernel function must be defined as K : X  X   that is symmetric and k  k
matrix  K  x i , x j 
must be positive semidefinite (that is, it should have noni , j 1
negative eigenvalves).
Maximize
k
1 k
W    i   y i y j i  j K  x i , x j 
1
2 i , j 1
i 1
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Suppose that 1* ,  2* ,...,  k*  is a solution to this optimization problem. b  b * is chosen in
such a way that y i hK  x i   1 for all i with 0  i*  C .

Training points that are corresponding to such  i ,  i*  are labeled as support vectors.
The decision rule for classifying a data point x is in this way that if and only if
sign  hK  x    1 , then x G , where

hK  x  



i 1k , xi is a support vector

i* , y i K  x , x i   b *.

 4

The function hK . in the equation 4 shows a hyper plane in X that separates training points
in X with a maximum margin, where G is the points in the positive side and G is the
points in the negative side.
If the classes are separated linearly, the hyperplane shows a line that separates the classes with
a maximum margin, and if the classes are not separated linearly, the data are mapped to a
feature space with a higher dimension so that they can be separated linearly. This map is like
x    x  . Generally, feature space dimensions are infinite. The calculations in the feature
space can be expensive because this space has higher dimension. To solve this problem, this
kernel technique is used in which kernel functions are used. The kernel function is considered
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as polynomial kernel function because of its efficiency in experience that comes, in equation
5.

K  x, x '  1   x, x ' 

5

m

3. Localization Based On Support Vector Machines
3.1. Network Model
A large-scale wireless sensor network of N node S1 ,S2 ,,SN  is deployed in a 2D
geographical field [0, D] [0, D] (D > 0) . This field is divided to M1  M2 region where M1
and M2 definition is dependent on the localization accuracy. Generally, it is supposed that
M 1  M 2 . Communication range of each S i node is indicated with r  S i  and in this paper
it is supposed all nodes have an equal r  r  0  . Two nodes form each other are reachable, if
there is a communication route between them. There are a number of signal transmitter nodes
{FN 1 , FN 2 ,..., FN n } that, in this paper, supposed n  5 . These nodes are deployed in 4
corners and the center of sensor field, and they are fixed in their positions. k nodes
{MB1 , MB 2 ,..., MB k } are beacon nodes that are scattered in the field uniformly or randomly
that know their position with the help of Global Positioning System (GPS). These nodes can
be mobile and directly listen to all transmitters. There are p nodes {MN 1 , MN 2 ,..., MN p }
without GPS that are scattered in the field uniformly or randomly, and their positions must be
estimated with an appropriate localization algorithm. In this paper, an approach based on
SVM is used for localization. Figure 1 shows the locations of 50 beacon nodes, 500
blindfolded nodes and 5 radio signal transmitters.

Fig 1: Network model
3.2. Suppositions and Notifications
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Suppose that  x Si  , y Si   determines the real coordinates of S i node. If MB i node is from
our reference nodes set ( MB i {MB1 , MB 2 ,..., MB k } ), then RSS  MBi , FN j  show MB i

node's received signal strength from FN j transmitter radio signal node. Every MB i node is
represented with the following feature vector:

MB i   RSS (MB i , FN 1 ), RSS (MB i , FN 2 ), ..., RSS (MB i , FN n ) 
The beacon nodes set {MBi } (i=1:n) is considered as the training date for SVM. Every
blindfolded node is represented with the following feature vector:

MN i   RSS (MN i , FN 1 ), RSS (MN i , FN 2 ), ..., RSS (MN i , FN n ) 
After training SVM, the node position can be estimated using vectors.
Class definition: the sensor field from X and Y dimensions are divided to several
geographical regions {C1 ,C 2 ,...,C M 1} in where M can be a power of 2.


M-1 classes for the X-dimension {cx1 , cx 2 , ..., cx M-1} , each class cx i containing

nodes with the x-coordinate x  iD / M
 M-1 classes for the Y-dimension {cy1 , cy2 , ..., cyM-1} , each class cy i containing nodes
with the y-coordinate y  iD / M
Therefore, ( 2M  2 ) binary classification must be performed. Obviously, class cx i includes
nodes that are placed at the right side of vertical line x  i D / M and every class such as

cy i includes nodes that is placed above the horizontal line y  i D / M . Therefore, if SVM
predicts that each S node is placed in a cx i class not in a cx i 1 class, and is placed in a cy i
class not in a cy i 1

class, it is concluded that S is placed in square cell
[iD / M , (i  1)D / M ]  [ jD / M , ( j  1)D / M ] , and the center of this cell can be estimated
for S node position.
Training

data:

For

every

classification
problem
(for
one
class
c {cx1 , cx 2 , ..., cxM-1 , cy1 , cy2 , ..., cyM-1} ), training data are beacon nodes set with

corresponding labels {l1 , l 2 , ..., l k } , that if beacon node MB i is belonged to class c, then

l i  1 , and else, l i  1 .
After defining the kernel function and training data for each class, we can solve the above
mentioned optimization problem of the support vector machine to gain coefficients
{a1*, a2 *, ..., ak *} and b * . Then, the decision function h K (.) in equation 6 is used to
investigate if the given MN i node is placed in class c or not.
k

hK (S )  i*l i K (S , S i )  b *

 6

i 1

The learning procedure is implemented as follows: the sink node gets the received signal
strength vectors and positions of all beacon nodes and transmits them to the base station. The
base station execute the learning procedure of the support vector machine on all ( 2M  2 )
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classes cx 1 , cx 2 , ..., cx M -1 , cy 1 , cy 2 , ..., cy M -1 , and then calculates b * and (i , l i i *)
information for each class. This information forms the support vector machine prediction
model.
3.3. Position Estimation
We focus on the X-dimension classification and the Y-dimension has also a similar state. In
this paper, we organize cx classes in a binary decision tree. As it is seen in figure 2, each true
node is a cx class, and the output with value l is indicative of belonging and output 0 is
indicative of no belonging to this class.

Fig 2: Decision tree. m = 4.
Classes

are

assigned

to

tree nodes in such a way that the ordered list
cx 1  cx 2  ...  cx M -1 is achieved with tree inorder traversal.
Considering this BST, each sensor node can estimate its coordinates on X with the help of the
following algorithm.
1. Initially , i  M / 2 (start at root of the tree cx M /2 )
2. IF (SV M predicts S in class cx i )
- IF (cx i is a leaf node - i .e ., having no child decision node )
RETURN x '(S )  (i - 1/ 2 )D / M
- ELSE Move to left - child cx j and set i  j
3. ELSE
- IF (cx i is a leaf node ) RETURN x '(S )  (i  1/ 2) D / M
- ELSE Move to right - child cx t and set i  t
4. GOTO Step 2
5. END
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A similar BST is used for Y-dimension. The estimated position for node S is (x'(S), y'(S)) .
The localization of each node requires visiting log M2 decision tree nodes using this algorithm.
M or m parameter controls the localization accuracy. The localization algorithm is faced with
errors because of support vector machine errors. For every class c, when support vector
machine predict that one sensor node is in class c but in fact it is not in this class or vice versa,
a miss classification has been formed. In addition to these errors, even with true region
D
selection in high algorithm, the maximum amount of error will be
.
M 2
3.4. Nodes Mobility Detection
Each mobile node preserves the received signal strength value that comes for transmitter
nodes. By calculating Received signal strength average value, the mobile node determines if it
has been moved or not. Because received signal strength is not stable, and changes at any
time, the average of 3 recent received signal strength from each transmitter node ( RSSavg i ) is
calculated. Regarding the system requirements, two lower and upper thresholds are defined.
Threshold N shows the least change of received signal strength value. When the position of a
node is changed, received signal strength changes over time, too.
Also if the changes of received signal strength are very high, the result will be wrong. To
solve this problem, a simple but efficient strategy is suggested, and that is to define the
maximum threshold M. the recent average value of received signal strength that has been
stored in the node, is compared to the last value of received signal strength ( RSSlastavg i ). If the
absolute of their difference is greater than threshold N and less than threshold M, it shows that
the node has been moved. Otherwise, it is thought that the node do not moved. Then, the
mobile node sends a message to the sink node for coordination and the base station realizes
that the nodes have been moved. Figure 3 shows this mechanism.
Suppose that the environment is like a square that the length of every side is L meter, and then
the threshold approximation is shown with equation 7.

7

thresholdN  10n log(L / d 0 )
Where

n : path loss exponent , d 0 : the close-in reference distance
We also can use other manner to evaluate thresholdN such as statistical methods [23].
RSS sample and
calculate average RSSavg-i

No

thresholdM  RSS avg -i - RSS lastavg -i  thresholdN
Yes
Send notification
( RSS lastavg -i  RSS avg -i )
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Fig 3: Mobile nodes determine flowchart.
3.5. Taking Advantage of Nodes Mobility
In previously suggested approaches such as LSVM [5] the nodes in the network have been
considered fixed, and for increasing the localization accuracy the number at beacon nodes
must considerably be high. In this paper, every beacon node forms its received signal strength
vector through the transmitted signal strength from radio transmitters. If the previous position
of mobile node is supposed as valid node, and the new position of mobile node as a new node,
adding this supposedly new node to the network has no effect on the number of received
signal strength vectors.
As a result, a few beacon nodes can be used at the time of network deployment, and over time
the mobility of nodes are used to increase the number of support vector machine training data.
This process is performed in this way that the new position of a moved beacon node is
supposed as a new beacon node in the network, and in a suitable interval this new training
data are added to SVM training phase.
4. Results and Analysis
Simulation with fixed nodes: In this model 1000 sensor nodes have been scattered in the
sensor field randomly. In every simulation execution, some percent of all nodes (5%, 10%,
15%, 20%, and 25%) are considered as beacon nodes, and the rest of them as blindfolded
nodes. In every execution, transmitters send radio signals with 30db signal strength to the
entire sensor field that receives all nodes. Then, the nodes prepare a received signal strength
vector that includes the received signals from the transmitters. After that, the beacon nodes
that know their position send their position information and their received signal strength
vector to the sink node. The blindfolded nodes also send their received signal strength vector
to the sink node.
The sink node sends all information to the base station on which the localization algorithm is
performed. Finally, the estimated positions in the bas station are reported to all nodes by the
sink node. We used the algorithms in the libsvm [3] software for SVM classification. The
localization error has been shown in the simulation performed in figure 4.
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Fig 4: Statistics on localization error under different beacon populations.
In figure 5, there is a comparison between the suggested approach in the paper and LSVM
approach. Figure 5 shows the average localization error achieved in the performed simulations
for three mention approaches when 5%, 10%, 15%, 20%, and 25% of all nodes are beacon
nodes.

Fig 5: Statistics on the average localization error under different beacon populations.
Simulation with mobile nodes: In this phase of simulation, all nodes are mobile. The number
of beacon nodes in the primitive deployment of the network has been limited to 5% of all
nodes (50 nodes). The beacon mobility is used as an advantage for extending support vector
machine training data. After the first localization, with knowing the movement of every
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beacon node its new position along with its received signal strength vector is sent to the sink
node and the sink node sent this information to the base station.
As it was mentioned, this new position is used as a supposed new node. Over time and with
the movement of beacon nodes, the input date to support vector machine training phase are
increased. Thus, using the suggested network model in this paper and the beacon nodes
mobility, the localization accuracy can be increased with the help of a few beacon nodes.
The simulation results are shown in figure 6. This figure shows that the suggested approach in
this paper can increase the localization accuracy with a few beacon nodes over time.

Fig 6: Error reduction over time in our approach
5. Conclusions
The wireless sensor network localization is one of the major challenges in network designs
that has been taken into consideration in this paper. The learning machine technique was used
as before for localization. With some changes in the network model and with the help of
nodes mobility, we could achieve less average localization error compared with the previous
approaches such as LSVM, while less beacon nodes were used. In this paper, the received
signal strength was used for forming vectors that required received signal strength tools and
handling noise problem. Instead of the received signal strength, hop count can be used for
forming support vector machine vectors that will be investigated in our future study.
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